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Basics: Audio Technology 2

Audio Technology
•Representation and encoding of audio information
•Pulse Code Modulation
•Digital Audio Broadcasting
•Music Formats: MIDI
•Speech Processing



What is Sound? 3

Sound is a continuous wave that propagates in the air.

The wave is made up of pressure differences caused by the vibration of some material 
(e.g. violin string).

The period determines the frequency of a sound
• The frequency denotes the number of periods
per second (measured in Hertz)

• Important for audio processing: frequency
range 20 Hz – 20 kHz

The amplitude determines the volume of a sound
• The amplitude of a sound is the measure
of deviation of the air pressure wave
from its mean



Computer Representation of Audio
• A transducer converts pressure to voltage levels
• The analog signal is converted into a digital stream by discrete sampling:
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• The analogous signal is sampled in regular time intervals, i.e. the amplitude of the wave is 
measured

• Discretization both in time and amplitude (quantization) to get representative values in a limited
range (e.g. quantization with 8 bit: 256 possible values)

• Result: series of values:
…0.25 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.5 0.5 0.25 0 - 0.25 - 0.5



Sampling 5
Frequency range perceived by humans: 20 Hz ‐ 20 kHz (20.000 Hz)
• Voice: about 500 Hz ‐ 2 kHz
• Analogous telephone: 300 Hz ‐ 3.4 kHz
• Human sound perception is most sensitive in the range of 700 Hz – 6.6 kHz

Sampling rate: rate with which a continuous wave is sampled (measured in Hertz)
• CD standard ‐ 44100 samples/sec
• Telephone ‐ 8000 samples/sec

How to determine an ideal sampling rate?
• Avoid information loss by sampling not often enough!
• Avoid too much data by sampling too often
• The sampling rate should be chosen depending on the frequency
• The minimum sampling rate has to be 2 times the maximum signal frequency (in Hertz).
Why?



Nyquist Theorem 6

Nyquist Sampling Theorem

If a signal f(t) is sampled at regular intervals of time and at a rate higher than twice the
highest significant signal frequency, then the samples contain all the information of the
original signal.

Example 1:  CD highest significant frequency is 22050 Hz
⇒ 2 x 22050 = 44100 samples per second are necessary

Example 2:  Human voice highest significant frequency is 3400 Hz
⇒ 2 x 3400 Hz = 6800 samples per second are necessary in 

telephony



Nyquist Theorem 7

Understanding Nyquist Sampling Theorem:

• Example 1: sampling at the same frequency as the original signal

• Resulting wave: constant (silence); incorrect!

• Example 2: sampling at a slightly lower frequency

• Resulting wave:wrong frequency!



Nyquist Theorem 8

Noiseless Channel:
• Nyquist proved that if any arbitrary signal has been run through a low‐pass filter of 
bandwidth H, the filtered signal can be completely reconstructed by making only 2H 
samples per second. If the signal consists of V discrete levels, Nyquist's theorem states:

max. data rate = 2H log2 V bit/sec

• Example: noiseless 3 kHz channel with quantization level 1 bit cannot transmit binary
(i.e., two level) signals at a rate which exceeds 6000 Bit/s.

Noisy Channel:
• The noise present is measured by the ratio of the signal power S to the noise power N 
(signal‐to‐noise ratio S/N).
Usually the ratio is dimensionless, 10 log10 S/N is called decibel (dB)

• Based on Shannon's result we can specify the maximal data rate of a noisy channel:
max. data rate = H log2 (1+S/N)



Understanding the Nyquist Theorem 9

• Let f(t) be a periodic function (with period  )

• f(t) can be represented by the Fourier series

where:

First we restrict on periodic functions.



Fourier Transformation
The representation of f(t) can be more “compact” if we introduce complex numbers
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• Using these values we may write:

• The Fourier coefficients Cv may be calculated from:



Fourier Transformation 11

(Transformation)

• F(Ȧ) is the “Fourier transform” of an arbitrary function f(t).

(Retransformation)

• Letting T o f(i.e. from periodic functions to non-periodic functions) we may 
formulate a similar correspondence:



Fourier Transformation 12

• Thus there is a unique correspondence between f(t) and its Fourier transform F(Ȧ).

• Transformation between f and F is a standard technique which is very often used; 

sometimes it is much easier to

� transform

� calculate in the transformed area

� retransform

than to calculate in the original area.

• Analogy: a · b “Multiplication is relatively difficult” 

Thus:

a) Transform to logarithm

b) “Add” (much easier than multiply)

c) Retransform



Fourier Transformation 13

Example (representation of a periodic function):

and periodic with period T



Fourier Transformation 14



Fourier Transformation
15

The spectrum of f(t) is given as follows:

(Spectrum = “Frequencies + Amplitudes” of which the original signal is composed)



Nyquist Theorem 16

“Nyquist Theorem” or “sampling theorem”:

Let f(t) be a signal which is limited in bandwidth

by fg. Then f(t) is completely described by

samples of the function which are taken with a

distance  (or, of course, with a smaller

distance).

Comment: “Limited in bandwidth by fg” means



Nyquist Theorem
17

F0(Ȧ) := periodic continuation of the bandwidth limited function F0(Ȧ).
Since F0(Ȧ) is periodic with period 2Zg it can be represented by a Fourier series:



Nyquist Theorem 18

since the integral is taken between -Zg and Zg where F(Ȧ) and F0(Ȧ) are identical.

And since F(Ȧ)=0 for ωtZg we may write:



Nyquist Theorem 19

Using these values for Cv, we have:

And thus we have a unique representation of F0(Ȧ)
(and therefore, also for F(Ȧ) only by values of f(t) which are taken at distances π/Zg)



Nyquist Theorem 20

Finally:

Thus f(t) is fully represented by samples taken at distances



Nyquist Theorem 21

Sampling theorem (as a formula):



Nyquist Theorem 22
Example: non-periodic function f(t) with



Sound Processing and Transmission 23

Application for voice transmission / music storage:

f �t � original signal

	�t � sampled signal (i.e. sequence of samples, no loss due to discretization)

�t�carries all information which is necessary for reconstructing f(t) out of it.



Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) 24

Best-known technique for voice digitization: Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
• PCM is based on the sampling theorem

• Analog samples are converted to digital representation

• Each sample is approximated by being quantized

• Each value in the quantization range is assigned a binary code

• For transmission, codes are converted to waveforms



Characteristics of Audio Formats 25

Audio formats are characterized by four parameters:

1. Precision
• The resolution of the sample wave (sample precision), bits per sample

• Samples are typically stored as raw numbers (linear PCM format) or as logarithms (µ-law

or a-law)

• Example: 16-bit CD quality quantization results in 65536 (216) values

2. Sample Rate
• Sampling Frequency, samples per second

• Example: 16-bit CD audio is sampled at 44100 Hz

3. Number of Channels
• Example: CD audio uses 2 channels (left + right channel)

4. Encoding



Techniques 26

Linear Pulse Code Modulation (Linear PCM)
• Uncompressed audio whose samples are proportional to audio signal voltage. Sampled at

8000 samples/second with a precision of 8 bits.

Part of the standard CCITT G.711.

µ-law encoding
• Standard for voice data in telephone companies in USA, Canada, Japan. Part of the

standard CCITT G.711.

a-law encoding
• Standard and is used for telephony elsewhere. Part of the standard

CCITT G.711.

• a-law and µ-law are sampled at 8000 samples/second with precision of 12 bits and compressed to

8 bit samples (standard analog telephone service).

Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM)
• Compressed audio

• Part of the standards CCITT G.722 and CCITT G.723



Why Compressing Audio? 27
Amount of storage required for just one second of playback:

• Uncompressed audio signal of telephone quality
• Sampled at 8 kHz, quantized with 8 bits per sample

→ 64 KBit to store one second of playback

• Uncompressed stereo audio signal of CD quality
• sampled at 44.1 kHz, quantized with 16 bits per sample per stereo channel

→ 1411.2 KBit to store one second of playback

Differential encoding for audio
1. Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM)

• Applied to a sequence of PCM-coded samples

• Only store/transmit the difference of the current sample to the previous one

2. Delta Modulation (DM)

• Modification of DPCM with even lower data rate

• Uses exactly one bit to indicate whether the signal increases or decreases

• Is a viable alternative only if the changes are small!



Differential PCM / Deltamodulation 28
Adjacent samples are very often “similar” to each other
⇒ high degree of unnecessary redundancy

Aim: Digital audio streams with lower data capacity than PCM requires

Idea: Deltamodulation

• Number of samples: as before

• Sender: - Follows the actual signal f(t) by a staircase function s(t1), s(t2), s(t3), . . .

-8000 values of s(ti) per second (telephony)

-Stepsize has “unit value” (normalised to 1)

Algorithm:

if s(ti) d f(ti) then 

s(ti+1) := s(ti) + 1 

else

s(ti+1) := s(ti) - 1



Deltamodulation 29
Instead of s(ti+1) [i.e. 8 bits] transmit only +1 or -1 [i.e. 1 bit] i.e. the differential change.

Problem:
• Low stepsize unit and/or rapidly changing signal
⇒ s(ti) can har`dly follow the behaviour of f(t)

• High stepsize and/or slowly changing signal
⇒ s(ti) is too crude for an approximation

Compromise: Adaptive stepsize units.

Interestingly, it is possible to “transmit information” about the actually adapted stepsize without

transmitting any additional bit!



Adaptive Encoding Mechanisms 30

Adaptive Encoding Mechanisms
• DPCM encodes the difference values only by a small number of bits [1 bit]

• The consequence:

• Either: rough transitions can be followed fast enough. But then the resolution of low audio

signals is not sufficient.

• Or: Small changes are coded exactly. But then high frequencies get lost.

• Solution: Adaption of a particular compression technique to a data stream: Adaptive DPCM

The principle of ADPCM:

• Coder divides the value of DPCM samples by a suitable coefficient

• Decoder multiplies by the same coefficient

• The value of this coefficient is adapted to the DPCM encoded signal by the coder

• The coefficient can be explicitly changed during the compression procedure

• Alternatively, the decoder may calculate the coefficient from the ADPCM data stream



ADPCM 31

Differential Pulse Code Modulation

• Encodes differences in sample values instead of full samples, example: DM

Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation

• Dynamically adapts the range of sample differences, example: 1bit ADPCM



“Adaptive Stepsize Algorithm” 32
Begin with a “standard stepsize” STEP (might be relatively small in order to adapt to non-rapidly

moving curves).



Adaptive Stepsize 33

The idea behind this principle:

• Sender:

• Follows the actual curve with a staircase function; 

whenever staircase is below the actual curve: double the 

stepsize (and transmit +1)

• If staircase is higher than actual curve: re-begin with 

standard size (and transmit -1)

• Receiver:

• Learns about the actual stepsize from the number of    “+1” 

(or “-1” respectively) which have been received without any 

interruption.



Adaptive Stepsize 34

Sender: 

Start value:

7 11 19 21 19 17 14 14 15 14 m actual “curve”

5 6 8 12 20 19 17 13 14 16 m s(ti)

Stepsize:

Sender 

transmits:

Receiver 

receives:

+1 +2 +4 +8 -1 -2 -4 +1 +2 -1

+1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1

+1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1

Receiver calculates stepsize from run length:

+1 +2 +4 +8 -1 -2 -4 +1 +2 -1

If the receiver has gotten the start value (5 in this example) he may reconstruct the 

staircase function:

5 6 8 12 20 19 17 13 14 16 …..

An example: (Standard stepsize = 1)

Serious mistakes 

if transmission 

error occurs: thus, 

full information

is additionally 

required from time 

to time.



Adaptive Stepsize 35
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value

15

20

approximation 
by staircase



Adaptive Stepsize
Transmission errors and adaptive stepsizes
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Channel

s(ti):  

Stepsize: 

Transmission:

5 6 8 12

+1 +2 +4 +8

1 1 1 1

20 19 17 13 14 16

-1 -2 -4 +1 +2 -1

-1 -1 -1 1 1 -1

1 1 1

+1 +2 +4

-1 -1 -1 -1

-1  -2 -4 -8

1 1 -1

+1 +2 -1Partially Wrong Stepsize: 

Receiver calculates s(ti): 5 6 8 12 11 9 5 -3 -2 -1

0 0 0 -9 -10 -12 -16 -16 -16

remains constant

Deviation from correct values:
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Adaptive Stepsize
Two extreme cases:

1. Transmission error at the end of an “upstream” sequence: (run up of 
length m followed by run down of length m)

37

-1 -2 -4 -8 ... -2n+1 +1 ...

wrong values

distance in total: 2m +1 +1 +2 +4 ... 2n

2n+1 - 1

2m + 2n+1

+1 +2 +4 ... +2m -1 -2 -4 ... -2n +1 ...

+1 +1 +1 ... +1 -1 -1 -1 ... -1 +1 ...



Adaptive Stepsize
2. Transmission error at the beginning of a “downstream” sequence:

38

+2m+1 -1 -2 ... -2n-1 +1

+1 +2 ... 2n-1

wrong values

distance in total: 2m+1+1

2n - 1

2m+1 + 2n

+1 +2 +4 ... +2m -1 -2 -4 ... -2n +1 ...

+1 +1 +1 ... +1 -1 -1 -1 ... -1 +1 ...



Adaptive Stepsize

The examples show that in a worst case situation adaptive schemes may result in a 
deviation between sender staircase function and receiver staircase function

39

where m and n denote the
of or length of successive

2m+1 + 2n “run up” and “run down” sequences

The deviation would remain constant from that point onwards. However:
• The deviation may be levelled off in a period of silence
• It might be possible that mainly the differences of amplitudes are recognised by the 
human ear

[Thus the consequences of transmission errors in an adaptive scheme are not quite as 
dramatic as expected at first sight]

2m + 2n+1



Adaptive Stepsize

Anyway it is recommended to insert a full actual sample “from time to time”; thus 
classifying transmitted information into

40

• F
• D

full sample 

difference value

sample bits + additional coding that “this is a F sequence” 

1 bit with value “0” or “1”; interpreted as 2x (+1) or as 2x (-1)
 ̂
 ̂

F D D D D D D D D D
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 (Bits)

+1 +2 –1 –2 –4 +1 –1 –2 +1 (Stepsize)

. . . D D D F D D D D D D D D D . . .

time

A similar scheme is used for video transmission (MPEG coding) 

I B B P B B P B B I B B . . .

I = full information frame (highest amount of bits) 

P = predicted frame (“difference” to I frame )

B = bi-directional frame (“difference” to surrounding I and/or P frames)



Even more Compression…
In use today: MPEG Layer 3 for audio encoding – known as mp3

Realized by perceptual coding techniques addressing the perception of sound waves by 
the human ear: compression up to factor 96!

Data reduction of…

41

sound quality bandwidth mode bitrate reduction ratio

telephone sound 2.5 kHz mono 8 kbps 96:1

better than short wave 4.5 kHz mono 16 kbps 48:1

better than AM radio 7.5 kHz mono 32 kbps 24:1

similar to FM radio 11 kHz stereo 56...64 kbps 26...24:1

near-CD 15 kHz stereo 96 kbps 16:1

CD >15 kHz stereo 112..128kbps 14..12:1

• Also possible to code: surround sound instead of only stereo
• In use for storing audio data as well as for streaming audio data, e.g. in Internet radio
• More about MPEG: chapter 2.3, video and animation



DAB: Digital Audio Broadcasting
Today, radio program is transmitted digitally. Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) is used for bringing the audio 
data to a large number of receivers

X Medium access

‐ OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex)

‐ 192 to 1536 subcarriers within a 1.5 MHz frequency band

X Frequencies

‐ First phase: one out of 32 frequency blocks for terrestrial TV channels 5 to 12 (174 ‐ 230 MHz, 5A ‐ 12D)

‐ Second phase: one out of 9 frequency blocks in the L‐band (1452 ‐ 1467.5 MHz, LA ‐ LI)

X Sending power: 6.1 kW (VHF, Ø 120 km) or 4 kW (L‐band, Ø 30 km)

X Data rates: 2.304 MBit/s (net 1.2 to 1.536 Mbit/s)

X Modulation: Differential 4‐phase modulation (D‐QPSK)

X Audio channels per frequency block: typically 6, max. 192 kbit/s

X Digital services: 0.6 ‐ 16 kbit/s (Program Associated Data, PAD), 24 kbit/s (Non‐PAD, NPAD)

42



Audio Coding
Goal

‐ Audio transmission almost with CD quality

‐ Robust against multipath propagation

‐Minimal distortion of audio signals during signal fading

Mechanisms

‐ Fully digital audio signals (PCM, 16 Bit, 48 kHz, stereo)

‐MPEG compression of audio signals, compression ratio 1:10

‐ Redundancy bits for error detection and correction

‐ Burst errors typical for radio transmissions, therefore signal interleaving ‐ receivers can now correct single bit 
errors resulting from interference

‐ Low symbol‐rate, many symbols

X Transmission of digital data using long symbol sequences, separated by guard spaces

X Delayed symbols, e.g., reflection, still remain within the guard space

43



Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex
(OFDM)

Parallel data transmission on several orthogonal subcarriers with lower rate

44

Maximum of one subcarrier frequency appears exactly at a frequency where all other subcarriers equal zero
• superposition of frequencies in the same frequency range



OFDM
Properties

X Lower data rate on each subcarrier → less intersymbol interference

X Interference on one frequency results in interference of one subcarrier only

X No guard space necessary

X Orthogonality allows for signal separation via inverse FFT on receiver side

X Precise synchronization necessary (sender/receiver)

Advantages

X No equalizer necessary

X No expensive filters with sharp edges necessary

X Good spectral efficiency

Application

X 802.11a/g, HiperLAN2, DAB, DVB, ADSL

45



Examples for DAB Coverage 46



DAB Transport Mechanisms
MSC (Main Service Channel)

- Carries all user data (audio, multimedia, ...)

- Consists of CIF (Common Interleaved Frames)

- Each CIF has 55296 bit, every 24 ms (depends on transmission mode)

- CIF contains CU (Capacity Units), 64 bit each

FIC (Fast Information Channel)

- Carries control information

- Consists of FIB (Fast Information Block)

- Each FIB has 256 bit (incl. 16 bit checksum)

- Defines configuration and content of MSC

Stream mode

- Transparent data transmission with a fixed bit rate

Packet mode

- Transfer addressable packets

47



Transmission Frame 48



DAB sender
49



DAB receiver 50



Bit Rate Management
� A DAB ensemble combines audio programs and data services with different requirements 

for transmission quality and bit rates

� The standard allows dynamic reconfiguration of the DAB multiplexing scheme (i.e. during 
transmission)

� Data rates can be variable, DAB can use free capacities for other services

� The multiplexer performs this kind of bit rate management, therefore additional services 
can come from different providers

51



Multimedia Object Transfer Protocol (MOT)

Problem

� Broad range of receiver capabilities: audio‐only devices with single/multiple line text 
display, additional color graphic display, PC adapters etc.

� Different types of receivers should at least be able to recognize all kinds of program 
associated and program independent data and process some of it

Solution

� Common standard for data transmission: MOT

� Important for MOT is the support of data formats used in other multimedia systems 
(e.g., online services, Internet, CD‐ROM)

� DAB can therefore transmit HTML documents from the WWW with very little additional 
effort

52



MOT Structure
MOT formats

� MHEG, Java, JPEG, ASCII, MPEG, HTML, HTTP, BMP, GIF, ...

Header core

� Size of header and body, content type

Header extension

� Handling information, e.g., repetition distance, segmentation, priority

� Information supports caching mechanisms

Body: Arbitrary data

53

Thus: DAB is standard is broadcasting audio data per radio, and additionally could be used
for transfer of any other data.



Music Formats - MIDI
MIDI: Musical Instrument Digital Interface
Specification for “communication” between electronically musical instruments of different manufacturers and 
computers, being a music description language in binary form

MIDI specifies:

Hardware Components (MIDI Port, MIDI Cable, Signal Levels etc.)

� Serial Interface similar to RS232

� 32500 Baud, 1 stop bit, 1 parity bit

� 5‐pin DIN connector

Data Formats processed by the hardware

� MIDI data does not contain the encoding of individual samples, but musical events such as: key pressed, 
key released, current loudness, slider moved etc.

� Musical scores are represented, by this preserving the “sound’s semantic description”

54



MIDI Devices 55
• Keyboard:  generates “musical data” 
• Sound generator: reproduces “musical data”

• Sequencer:  stores and modifies “musical data”
[the sequencer is a computer application]

• Synthesizer:  combined device which is the heart of the MIDI system.
It consists of:

� Sound generator
produces audio signals which become sound when fed into a loudspeaker; 
in most cases: manufacturer specific

� Processor
sends and receives MIDI messages to and from keyboard, control panel and
sound generator



MIDI Devices
Keyboard
� Pressing keys informs the processor about
� what score to play
� how long to play a score
� how loud to play
� whether to add effects such as vibrate

Control panel
� Controls functions which are not directly concerned with notes and their

duration, e.g. “synthesizer on/off”, “overall volume”, . . .

Auxiliary controllers
� For additional functions, e.g. pitch bend, smooth glide from one tone to another

Memory

56



MIDI Messages

• MIDI messages carry information between MIDI devices

• Message types: Channel messages and System messages

Channel messages (for a specific device which is reached via one out of 16 channels)
• Channel voice messages (actual playing data)
� describe keyboard action, controller action, control panel changes
� describe music by “amplitude”, “time”, “duration”, “sound”, . . .
� e.g. “score on”, “score off”, . . .

• Channel mode messages (device control)
� describe the receiving mode
� stop spurious scores from playing
� etc.

57



MIDI Messages
Systemmessages (messages which are destined for all devices)

• System real time messages
[short messages which are inserted in other messages if necessary]
� system reset
� MIDI clock

• System common messages

[prepare sequencers and synthesizers to play a song]
� song select
� tune request
• System exclusive messages 

[manufacturer specific MIDI messages]
� starts with: system‐exclusive‐MANUFACTURER
� ends with: end‐of‐exclusive‐MANUFACTURER

58



MIDI Messages
MIDI messages contain

• instrument specification
• beginning and end of a score
• key and volume information etc.

MIDI data format
• Standard MIDI Message: 3 Bytes
� Event Type

� Channel (16 Channels per Interface), each MIDI device is mapped to a channel
� Data1, Data2 (i.e. event‐related data)

• MIDI devices (musical instruments) communicate with each other via channels.
• Music data is reproduced by the receiver’s synthesizer.
• 128 instruments, including “noise”, “aircraft”, “marimba”, ..., “flute”, ...

59



MIDI Data Format - Examples 60



MIDI Timing
61

•Note length reproduced by “MIDI clock” which is represented by “Timing
clock” messages

•A stream of timing clock messages synchronises the “playing instruments”
(the sequencer)

•More timing clock messages⇒ faster playing
� 24 Midi clocks ≈ 1 quarter score (standard timing reference)



MIDI Timing

Another timing standard: SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture and TV Engineers)
• SMPTE is a rather exact timing scheme counted from the beginning of a video
• SMPTE format (in essence this is a representation of time with a comparatively fine granularity):
� [hours : minutes : seconds : frames : bits]
� “Bits” (a rather misleading notation) means part of a frame; 0 ≤          bits ≤             79

� The smallest SMPTE granularity for 25 frames/sec is:  ∗ 0/5ms

• MIDI / SMPTE synchronizer converts MIDI to SMPTE and vice versa.
• User specifies

� Different tempos
� Points in SMPTE timing at which a tempo is to start, change or stop

• When a SMPTE video is played
� a stream of SMPTE times is sent to the synchronizer
� the synchronizer sends MIDI clocks at the correct tempo
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MIDI Events
Events in MIDI

• Keyboard related events: key pressed, key released
• Common controller related events: modulation slider moved, pitch bend slider moved
• Program changed
� A new instrument (sound characteristics) has been selected on the specified channel.

MIDI was standardized for musicians, not for multimedia. Therefore programs are
manufacturer‐specific and not included in the specification.

Multimedia extension of the standard
• General MIDI maps program numbers to specific instruments (e.g. 0 for piano, 40 for violin, 73
for flute)

• Controller (slider, switch) modified:
� hold pedal, volume pedal, reverb effect amount etc.

• System exclusive messages:
� manufacturer/device‐specific messages

63



MIDI “Compression”
Example

• Event 1: Piano key pressed by pianist
• Event 2: Piano key released by pianist
• ...

Result
• 10 minutes of (piano) music: up to 200 Kbytes of MIDI information.
• Crude comparison ‐ PCM with CD quality:
X 600 seconds, 16 bit, 44.100 samples per second, 2 channels (stereo)
X 600 s * (16/8) bytes * 44100‐s * 2 = 600 s * 176.400 bytes/s = 103.359 KBytes
• ‘Compression’ factor: 100.000/200 = 500, thus MIDI needs only a very small fraction of data (when
compared to CD)

• But: only useful for music, not for speech

An analogy
• Representation of a circle by “centre + radius + thickness of line” needs much less data than “collection
of pixels which compose the picture of the circle”
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Speech Processing
• Speech can be

� perceived,
� ‘understood’ and
� generated by humans and (to a lesser degree) by machines

• Properties of speech signals used in speech processing:
� Quasi‐stationary signals: voiced speech signal have an almost periodic behavior 

for short intervals of time (around 30 ms)
� Formant frequencies: the spectrum of speech signals shows characteristic 

maxima for different vowels and consonants

• These properties are used for 

� Speech Generation and 

� Speech Analysis
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Elements of Speech

� How could a computer generate or understand speech? Basic elements:

• Fundamental frequency

� Lowest periodic spectral component of a speech signal

• Phone

� Smallest speech unit that is used to distinguish one word from another, but not carrying
information by itself, e.g. the ‘b’ in ‘bat’ and the ‘m’ in ‘mat’

• Morph

� Smallest speech unit that carries a meaning itself,

e.g. ‘it’ is a morph, ‘itself’ is not.

• Voiced sound, e.g. M, W, and L – they depend strongly on the speaker

• Unvoiced sound, e.g. F and S – they are relatively independent of the speaker

• Vowels

• Consonants
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Speech Synthesis – Time Range
Time‐dependent Sound Concatenation
• Individual speech units are composed like building blocks, e.g. phones
• Transitions between speech units via allophones (coarticulation), i.e. variants of phones
depending on previous and following phones

• Creation of syllables as building blocks for words and sentences
• Prosody, i.e. stress and melody course of a spoken phrase. Problem:
Prosody is often context dependent.
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Example:
• word “stairs” as concatenation of phones

“Better”:
• Storing word “stairs” as a whole



Speech Synthesis – Frequency Range

X Frequency‐dependent Sound Concatenation
• Simulation of the vocal tract, e.g. Formant synthesis
• I.e. concatenating energy concentrations in the speech signal’s spectrum
• Formant filtering of pulse and noise generators
• Fixed sets of formant parameters for the generation of phones
• Dynamic adjustment of parameters for coarticulation
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Speech Synthesis – Frequency Range
69

Components of a speech synthesis system:

Step 1: Generation of a Sound Script
Transcription from text to a sound script using a library containing (language specific)
letter‐to‐phone rules. A dictionary of exceptions is used for word with a non‐standard 
pronunciation.

Step 2: Generation of Speech
The sound script is used to drive the time‐ or frequency‐dependent sound 
concatenation process



Speech Synthesis 70

• Problem
� Ambiguous pronunciation. In many languages, the pronunciation of certain words

depends on the context
� Example: ‘lead’

• This is not so much of a problem for the German language

• It is a problem for the English language
� Anecdote by G. B. Shaw:

if we pronounce “gh” as “f” (example: “laugh“),
if we pronounce “o” as “i” (example: “women”), if we
pronounce “ti” as “sh” (example: “nation”), then why don’t
we write “ghoti” instead of fish?



Speech Analysis 71
Purpose of Speech Analysis:

• who is speaking: speaker identification for security purposes
• what is being said: automatic transcription of speech into text
• how was a statement said: understanding psychological factors of a speech pattern 
(was the speaker angry or calm, is he lying, etc.)

The primary goal of speech analysis in multimedia systems is to correctly determine 
individual words (speech recognition)

Components of speech recognition systems:



Conclusion on Audio Technology 72
Audio technology has many facets:

• Sampling technology / Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
� Method for encoding as well speech as music
� Used for storing data (e.g. on CD) as well as for encoding data for transmission
� Nyquist theorem for giving a minimal needed sampling rate
� To reduce data rate: compress sampled audio data by MPEG technology (chapter 2.3)
� Transferring audio data by streaming mp3 (Internet) or DAB (radio)

• Coding of music
� MIDI for encoding musical data
� Less data amount for encoding music compared with PCM
� Representation of music as a series of events described by a music description language

• Speech processing
� Synthesis and analysis of speech is not easy
� Useful applications, but not focus of the lecture


